NMPP Energy is located in Lincoln, Nebraska

NMPP Energy is a nonprofit, member-owned coalition of four organizations providing electricity, natural gas and utility-related services to nearly 200 member communities across six Midwest and Mountain states.
Municipal Energy Agency of Nebraska
Service Territory
MEAN OPERATES IN THREE REGIONS

Southwest Power Pool | SPP
Midwest Independent System Operator | MISO
Western Interconnection
2017 Peaks

SYSTEM PEAK LOAD 434.89 MW

- West: 203.99 MW (47%)
- MISO: 83.758 MW (19%)
- SPP: 153.65 MW (35%)
Generation Mix
Resource Portfolio

*Renewable resources include WAPA hydropower allocations, small hydropower, landfill gas, and wind resources.
Current Penetration of “Behind the Meter” Renewables

- High growth, but slower than California
- Slow, widespread growth starting from nearly zero
- Moderate growth relative to Colorado
What are we doing?

**FCRC**
Introduced Fixed Cost Recovery Charge

**INTERCONNECTION POLICY**
Developed. Implemented.

**EDUCATION COMMUNICATION**

**DEVELOPED | IMPLEMENTED**
RENEWABLE DISTRIBUTED GENERATION POLICY
Resource Planning

Environmental/Economic Dispatch Observations

RTO Issues
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